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**Copyright:**
An author signs a copyright form/agreement with SIATS thereby rendering publication and distribution rights. By this agreement, he also retains significant rights to use and share his own published article. All publisher and author rights are mentioned in the copyright form/agreement available here.

SIATS retains unlimited rights to publish and distribute the published article by this agreement. The copyright/agreement transfer covers the exclusive rights to reproduce and distribute the article, including reprint, translation, photographic reproduction, microform, electronic form (online, offline) or any other reproduction of similar nature.

**Article Sharing:**
After publication, it is most important to share published work at several platforms. Article sharing helps the author to get more citations, audience, visibility and reputation. Thus, the article gets more citations and promotes the author in his professional career. Here are some ways that will help you to promote your paper after publication.

1-You can consider search engine optimization and keywords to help readers to discover your article.
2-You can share your paper on press and social media. A sharing option is available on every published article.
3-You may share your article on your personal website or blog.
4-You may share your article on any indexing database or institutional repository.

SIATS publishes articles open access. All articles are CC-BY licensed. So, you can share articles with anyone, at any platform via any communication channel.

**Policies on Article Withdrawal:**
SIATS understands the importance of completeness of the scholarly record for researchers and librarians and gives the highest importance to maintaining trust in the authority of its electronic archive. After publication, it is necessary that the article must be exactly what it is. But in some cases (Very occasionally) it comes necessary to withdraw, retract, remove or replace the article. Such cases are not taken very lightly. SIATS follows some strict specific rules and policies mentioned below.

**Article Withdrawal:**
Sometimes, after submission, if an author needs to withdraw his article due to some reasons, the editor investigates the matter and reason for withdrawal. The editor processes the withdrawal after investigating the matter. The author can request for withdrawal within ONE week of submission. The author can withdraw his article after submission or after payment before publication. In case he demands withdrawal after payment. The manuscript will be withdrawn but the publication fee will not be refunded.
Article Retraction:
In case of infringements of professional ethical codes, such as multiple submissions, bogus claims of authorship, plagiarism, fraudulent use of data or the like, a retraction will be used to correct errors in submission or publication.

Article Removal: Legal Limitations:
In an extremely limited number of cases, it may be necessary to remove an article from the online database. This will only occur where the article is clearly defamatory or infringes others’ legal rights, or where the article is, or we have good reason to expect it will be, the subject of a court order, or where the article if acted upon, might pose a serious health risk.

Article Replacement:
In case, where an article might pose a serious health risk, the author can replace his article with correct version. In this case, we will post a notice and link to the corrected re-published article.